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Far removed from the “sophisticated techniques”
practiced by the geneticists at InGen, these animals
will be robotic – promising an epic head-on collision
of two hither to separate masterpieces of Crichton
techno-paranoia as things get a bit Westworld.
Though copyright issues inevitably thwarted early
attempts to name it after the beloved 1990s
creature feature, the park presumably hopes to
pass the inspections of all the relevant grumpy
palaeontologists, jaded hipster chaoticians and
blood-sucking lawyers in time for the mooted
opening next year. Breaking fur ther from movieentrenched protocol, visitors can expect to see
a male tyrannosaur named “Jeff” among the 160
or so attractions that will drive kids out of their
minds (with blinking eyes and limited tail and/or
torso movement). As with the new Titanic, all the
animatronic dinos have been ordered from factories
in China. No advanced word on whether they’ve built
velociraptors.
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Rob Beames

Go Further – Is a real Jurassic Park impossible? http://science.howstuffworks.com/life/genetic/real-jurassic-park.htm
w w w.t h e b ig p icturemagazine.com
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“We have a T-rex” boasts Richard Attenborough’s
eccentric Scottish capitalist in Jurassic Park, Steven
Spielberg’s recently 3D-ified 1993 blockbuster. No
doubt John Hammond thought this was an impressive
reveal, yet it seems an Australian mineral baron is
about to outdo him in terms of sheer numbers –
planning his own dinosaur theme park with no less
than five of the child-scaring goat-eaters. Spared no
expense indeed! Apparent disaster movie fanatic
Clive Palmer – who also has plans to build a replica
Titanic, which he hopes will complete the voyage from
Southampton to New York sometime in 2016 – will
override the objections of local residents to build the
Palmer Coolum Resor t: Dinosaur Park in Brisbane,
Queensland.

A

Rob Beames wonders just how
far Australian Clive Palmer
can go with his plans for a real
Jurassic Park.
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CI N E M A S THEM ATI C S TR AND

Cleaver Patterson and Kieron
Moore pull out their binoculars
for a close-up look at some of
the movies where the animal
kingdom takes centre stage.

NATIONAL VELVET (1944)
Dir. Clarence Brown

S POTLI GHT

Kieron Moore

WATERSHIP DOWN (1978)
Dir: Martin Rosen
The animated classic Watership Down, based on Richard Adams' novel of the
same name, is the celluloid visualisation of a perfect England. The film follows
a group of rabbits who, after the warnings of a young buck called Fiver (voiced
by Richard Briers), leave their warren (which is destroyed by men) to establish
a new home safe from the threat of humans, a vicious colony of warrior
rabbits and the various other animals they encounter on their perilous journey
to safety. As important as the story in Martin Rosen's screen interpretation, is
the sparse, watercolour animation used to bring the southern English setting
alive. This - along with the vocal talents of a who's who of British thespian
aristocracy, and Mike Batt's hit song ‘Bright Eyes’ - created a bucolic vision of
animal and country life which, sadly, could never exist in reality.

Cleaver Patterson

w w w.t h e b ig p icturemagazine.com
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When young horse fanatic Velvet Brown first sets eyes upon a magnificent
gelding she calls The Pie, she falls in love and dreams of racing him in the
Grand National. This unashamedly sentimental classic horse racing drama
is notable for its remarkable performances from two stars in the making –
eleven year old Elizabeth Taylor brings Velvet’s naïve and believable passion
to the fore, while Mickey Rooney demands attention as former jockey Mi,
who’s trying to forget a traumatic accident when his life is turned around by
his experiences with Velvet and The Pie. But to praise these two only would
be to overlook the performance of The Pie himself, in reality named King
Charles and gifted to Taylor after filming. The magnificently athletic horse’s
part in the climactic Grand National scene can’t fail to carry the audience
away with its, as Velvet’s mother calls it, breathtaking folly.
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While a typical eco-aware film would focus on humanity’s destructive
oppression of nature, Colin Eggleston’s Ozploitation horror does exactly
the opposite – it’s a revenge story in which nature gets its own back.
Thoroughly detestable couple Peter (John Hargreaves) and Marcia (Briony
Behets) head out for a camping weekend and disrespect nature in every
way conceivable – before they’ve even arrived, Peter’s tossed a cigarette
from his 4x4 and ran over a kangaroo. It’s no wonder nature gets angry.
Think Hitchcock’s The Birds, but with no civilization in sight and the entire
environment – animals, plants, even the geography itself – out to kill. A
repeated guttural screaming from an unidentified animal source drives
Marcia to madness, and there’s no way out of the woods – the terror is
all-encompassing and inescapable. Though the power dynamic may be
the other way around in reality, Long Weekend is a karmic fable, serving a
violent reminder that we’re not the only species on the planet.

Kieron Moore
GORILLAS IN THE MIST (1988)
Dir: Michael Apted

8
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It is said that truth is stranger than fiction, and no more so than with the
story of Dian Fossey who, in the mid 1960s, left a comfortable life in
California to save endangered gorillas in the African jungle. Her love for
these noble animals won her few friends amongst local people - many of
whom made a living poaching the gorillas - and is what likely led to her
murder, which remains a mystery to this day. Celebrating its twenty-fifth
anniversary, the film starring Sigourney Weaver in a Golden Globe winning
role as Fossey and Julie Harris (who died this summer) as her friend
Rosamond Carr, is an evocative depiction of one of Earth's most beautiful
environments. Gorillas in the Mist is also a moving testament to some of
nature's most majestic animals and the woman who sacrificed her life to
bring them justice.

Cleaver Patterson

Gorillas in the Mist is also
a moving testament to some
of nature's most majestic
animals
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LONG WEEKEND (1978)
Dir. Colin Eggleston

A repeated guttural screaming from
an unidentified animal source drives
Marcia to madness
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NEVER
FREE WILLY (1993)
Dir: Simon Wincer

ACT
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Cleaver Patterson

CHILDREN
OR
ANIMALS
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THE STORY OF THE WEEPING CAMEL (2003)
Dir. Byambasuren Davaa and Luigi Falorni
Following a family of nomadic shepherds in the Gobi desert, The Story
of the Weeping Camel raises the much-discussed issue of the boundary
between fiction and non-fiction; while the people on screen really are
shepherds, and many events shown are genuine, the filmmakers have
placed this within a mystical narrative framework. When a newly-born camel
is rejected by its mother, young Ugna and his brother must seek a violinist
who can perform a ritual to bring them together. Shot like a Direct Cinema
documentary, the family’s lives appear to be portrayed genuinely, rather
than manipulated by intrusive camerawork or by the addition of music. At
a gentle, ponderous pace, the people and their traditions are allowed to
tell the story. The film never states whether it is fiction or non-fiction, but
it does, with effective simplicity and an uplifting family tale at its heart,
capture the reality of life in this unfamiliar world. TBP

Kieron Moore

Go Further – view more Spotlight pieces online at http://www.thebigpicturemagazine.com/
w w w.t h e b ig p icturemagazine.com
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W.C. Fields quipped that you should "never act with children or animals".
In which case the adult cast of this family adventure had their work cut
out. However, the story about Jesse (Jason James Richter) - a young boy
placed in foster care after his mother abandons him, who then befriends
Willy the orca whale at a water-park where he is sent to help out for the
summer - turns that theory on its head. Surrounded by well-meaning adults
who have trouble relating to them, the two misfits forge a bond that forms
the basis for a film which confounded critics and became a box office
smash, spawning three sequels. Hardly surprising either that Michael
Jackson, renowned for his childlike affinity with animals, provided ‘Will You
Be There’, the film's theme song - its bittersweet lyrics perfectly capturing
the story's underlying sense of hope and longing.

S pri ng 2014
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Q: How did this book come about?
A: I'm a big collector of music gig posters
(especially The Bubble Process out of
Cleveland, Ohio), and noticed a few years
back that these concert poster artists
were starting to dabble with film posters
as well. I've always been aware of fan art,
but in the last five years the alternative film
poster "movement," if you will, has been
very organized and has grown tremendously.
It's at the point now where moviegoers are
skipping the collection of theatrical onesheets entirely and are instead opting for
alternative movie posters.
I noticed that a coffee table book had yet to
be released on the topic, and I thought that
it was a great opportunity to shine a light on
these brilliant artists and to help bring them
to the forefront.
AR T AND F I LM

Erin Pearson chats to Matthew
Chojnacki about a film poster book
that breathes new life into the artform
Matthew Chojnacki’s book Alternative Movie Posters:
Film Art from the Underground, is a collection of
around 200 film one-sheets by a range of artists who
demonstrate remarkable talent and originality of vision.
Clever, funny, edgy, and at times dark (notably, Rowan
Stocks-Moore’s Bambi offering), these re-imaginings form
a stark contrast both stylistically and thematically to
their commercial counterparts, and to vast majority of
one-sheets more broadly.
Part of what makes this collection so distinctive and
exciting, is the way that many of the one-sheets seem
to be geared towards film lovers, by film lovers. They

w w w.t h e b ig p icturemagazine.com

communicate a message, from one film fan to another.
these messages are told through the expression of iconic,
or even obscure images and themes, which is a testament
to the cultural competence of both the artist and the
beholder. For someone who has not seen the film, the owl
on Kako & Carlos Bêla’s poster of Blade Runner means
very little, nor does the blood-splattered Twinkie featured
on Vincent Gabriele’s Zombieland entry. Furthermore, that
most of the posters run on a limited number of prints, and
are fleshed out in the book by the artists' details and short
interviews, all adds towards a sense of exclusivity and
difference that re-frames these one-sheets as works of art
in their own right.

Certainly a lot of alternative movie posters
cater to fans that have already seen the
film. They are a wink to the insiders, more
or less. They touch that "a-ha" moment in
the film, or even an obscure element of the
picture that really hits home with ardent
moviegoers. If I were a studio head, I would
be snapping up these images to use for bluray and collector packages.

Grab
these
posters
while
they are
still
affordable!

The quality, artistry, and
uniqueness of these posters
is absolutely un-paralleled in
comparison to mainstream
theatrical one-sheets. I
recently bought Amityville
Horror, for example, by Jay
Shaw. He used glow-in-the-dark ink to
reveal a series of flies in the poster,
which is ingenious.

Typically alternative movie posters are
printed as giclées or are screen printed,
and are numbered and signed. Print runs
are 50 prints or less, and cost anywhere
from $20 USD - $75 USD. These pieces
typically hit all the marks not only in terms
of movie nostalgia, but also as true pop art
pieces. Many of the minimalist pieces in the
book (Coffee & Cigarettes by Victor Hertz
of Sweden) could be hung in any type of
environment - from a college dormitory to a
modern home to a pop art gallery in Soho,
NY. Some of these artists are able to merge
commercialism, pop art, and statement
not too far off from an Andy Warhol or Roy
Lichtenstein.

However, you have a good
point about reaching mass
audiences. That said, most
current theatrical posters
simply communicate who
is in the film (with a bit of
airbrushing). Do any of Eddie
Murphy or Tom Cruise's
posters really tell you much
more than their billing status
in the film? What is missing
these days are those jawdropping posters that really
compel you to see a picture
based on the one-sheet
alone. Quentin Tarantino still does this to
a certain extent (you could tell Pulp Fiction
was going to be a cool pic simply by the
poster alone).
Ditto for the nice poster work around The
Dark Night. Heath Ledger's clown face
imagery was dark and cool and curious.
However, these are now few and far
between. Theatrical one-sheets rarely
capture the emotion behind the picture.
They're very dumbed down and go through
a lengthy approval process including the
actors' contracts (i.e., who receives first/
second/third billing, how large their image
needs to be), producers, directors, and the
studio heads as well. The end result of this
chain of events guarantees a very watereddown and generic poster, sadly.

V ISUAL ART INSP IRE D BY FILM

AR T AND F I LM

Q: These one-sheets create
a sense of exclusivity and
distinction that is often tied
to works of art. How do you
think that they go about
doing this?

Q: These one-sheets trade on information
that you would know from having seen the
film. Do you think part of what makes them
so striking and effective, is that they more
directly communicate with the audience
in this way? Rather than an approach
that targets the broadest possible viewing
audience, or that has to cater to commercial
sensibilities?

Spri ng 2014
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Q: Broadly, what do you think makes for an
effective one-sheet?

There are a handful of directors that see
to take an interest in the quality of their
one-sheets. Quentin Tarantino and Wes
Anderson, for example - great pics, great
posters. But generally the indie film scene
is leading the way, as these underground
directors are desperate to get attention
for their films and to get them financed.
Posters for the indie flicks I Am Divine and
Rewind This! recently caught my eye.

A: I think that studios are starting to
see the light again, slowly but surely.
In fact, a few of the artists in the book
had great stories to share. Federico
Mancosu did a mock teaser one-sheet
for Django Unchained and posted it to
Quentin Tarantino's Facebook page. Cut
to Tarantino's people calling Mancosu Tarantino loved the poster and purchased
it to use as the basis for the film's teaser
one-sheet. Likewise,Nathan Thomas
Milliner and Midnight Marauder have both
been enlisted to create blu-ray artwork in
the US and UK. And Rowan Stocks-Moore,
who designs "dark" Disney-inspired prints,
was contacted by Disney to work as a
freelance artist.
Ultimately, film studios could use this book
as a rolodex for reaching the most creative
film poster artists in the world. Alternative
Movie Posters features 100+ cutting edge
designers from over 20 countries.....all of
whom are only an e-mail away. TBP

A
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I think that studios
are starting to
see the light again,
slowly but surely.

Q: How do you feel about the state of
posters and movie art today? Can studio
promotional materials take note from this
book?

LM

Two of my favorite artists from this period
were Drew Struzan (Back to the Future, The
Goonies) and William Stout (Monty Python's
Life of Brian, Rock 'N' Roll High School).

A: Not unlike a trailer, it needs to pack a
punch and be multi-dimensional. Aside
for merely communicating the cast, it
should also convey the exact feeling of the
picture. It should be as dramatic, funny,
horrific, or intriguing as the picture itself.

FI

I absolutely adored the comic book-style
drawings of the '70s and '80s that adorned
not only a flurry of theatrical one sheets,
but also VHS video box art as well. During
this period I was addicted to comic books,
Mad magazines, Wacky Packages, Garbage
Pail Kids, and Hot Rod stickers. One sheets
for the National Lampoon flicks and so
many comedies of the '80s (A Christmas
Story, Better Off Dead, Police Academy) had
this same exact style, and they pulled me
into a lot of great flicks....and a lot of bad
ones, too.

V ISUAL ART INSP IRE D BY FILM
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AR T AND F I LM

Q: Do you have any favourite artists or
one-sheets that are linked to commercial
cinema? If so, why do they stand out?

Go further – order Alternative Movie Posters: Film Art from the Underground here - http://matthewchojnacki.com/?page_id=369
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MUSIC INSP IRE D BY FILM
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Neil Mitchell dips a tentative toe in the water
as one of the most famous theme tunes in
movie history runs through his mind.

M

Duun dun…duun dun…dun dun dun dun…
you’d be hard pressed to find anyone cinephile or casual movie viewer – that
doesn’t instantly recognise John Williams’
theme tune to Jaws (Steven Spielberg,
1975). The winner of the Academy Award
for Best Original Dramatic Score, the
Golden Globe Award for Best Original Score,
the BAFTA Award for Best Film Music and
the Grammy for Best Score Soundtrack
for Visual Media, Williams’ complete work
is currently ranked as the sixth greatest
American movie score of all time by the
AFI (American Film Institute). While the
work as a whole is, rightly, celebrated as
a masterpiece, it’s the theme tune itself
that has been firmly embedded into the
collective cinematic consciousness.

AT
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R
S
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A simple ostinato of bass notes – E and
F – played on a tuba by Tommy Johnson,
a veteran of 2,000 film soundtracks by
the time of his death, the Jaws theme
conveys a growing sense of tension and
danger. Ominous and repetitive, it is a
vital part of the film’s success, Spielberg
himself readily admitting that without the
theme Jaws wouldn’t have been half as
memorable. Williams saw his theme as
‘grinding away at you, just as a shark would
do, instinctual, relentless, unstoppable.’ It
is a primal, threatening piece that has since
become a benchmark for movie scores
dealing in suspense, evoking as it does the
quickening of respiration or a heartbeat.
Building in speed as the shark moves in
on its unsuspecting prey, the viewer is fully

21

A simple ostinato
of bass notes – E
and F – played on
a tuba by Tommy
Johnson

aware of the deadly force of nature about
to be unleashed. The moments of silence
after the shark attacks are integral in
highlighting the power of Williams’ theme,
that all-encompassing, brooding sound
replaced by a deathly hush. The sound
rises from the depths, then retreats, as the
shark does. The theme is as minimalist as
the shark is single-minded, they become
symbiotic – the former signifying the
presence of the latter, the latter driving the
former to its climax. The theme and the
shark act as one – uncomplicated, fully
focused and lethally effective.

MUS I C MATTER S

MUS I C MATTER S
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The moments of
silence after the shark
attacks are integral in
highlighting the power
of Williams’ theme

Go Further – Read more about the career of
John Williams here - http://www.johnwilliams.org/
reference/biography.html
MUSIC INSP IRE D BY FILM

Recalling elements found in the work
of the late, great Bernard Hermann,
the Jaws theme, and the score over all,
fully kick-started the composer’s awards
laden career, one that has taken in the
Star Wars and Indian Jones franchises,
E.T., Superman and Jurassic Park among
many others. TBP
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The lab-testing scenes
in Project Nim made for
an intense and uneasy
viewing experience

Cinema has long reflected the ache of the public
subconscious; one simply has to look at the number of
films still, nearly sixty years after the end of World War Two,
featuring Nazi-related imagery to confirm our fixation with
airing our guilt, disbelief and paranoia on the big screen.
This growing fascination with civilisation’s influence on
the planet then, is only to be expected. Day to day people
are free to ignore the big environmental picture - to create
waste rather than recycle, to buy cosmetic products that
are cruelly tested on animals or to absent-mindedly litter
rather than take the time to dispose of rubbish properly.
Ultimately though, underneath this blithe attitude,
everybody knows that there is an impending consequence;
an ecological judgement day that edges ever closer and
this sudden strain of environmentally-conscious films
reflect that.

FILM IN A WIDE R CONTE XT

W I DES C R EEN

Helen Cox examines the
forward thinking work of
the Wildlife Conservation
Film Festivals, which
inspires many people to
become more involved with
the natural world.

23

On a more systematic scale, Wildlife Conservation Film
Festivals (WCFF), a US organisation that coordinate
screenings and events of wildlife, conservation and natural
history films, have committed themselves to raising
awareness about important issues in the natural world. The
group firmly believe that the protection of animals and their
habitat to encourage biodiversity is essential to the survival
of humanity, and the planet, and seek to create a conduit
between industry experts and the public. The events
which are held in New York, Miami and the Hamptons are
designed to inspire action on the part of the viewer, the
premise being that an educated audience member can
simultaneously make an individual difference by supporting
important campaigns and spread the messages of these
films further through word of mouth. The underlying aim is
to inform in the hope that it generates genuine change.

WI DES C R EEN
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Daniel Barnz’s Manhattan-based re-imagining of Beauty and
The Beast: Beastly, may not quite have been the layered
examination of humanity’s relationship with nature that
many a film fan hoped for, but in recent years mainstream
documentary output has betrayed a deep-rooted need to
explore this topic - particularly our commercial exploitation
of the animal kingdom. The lab-testing scenes in Project
Nim made for an intense and uneasy viewing experience
whilst the bitter consequences of family fun parks like
SeaWorld were brought into focus in Blackfish; they
certainly don’t stop with the bodies of those who died in
the presence of killer whale, Tilikum.

Spri ng 2014
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The WCFF has taken the
next step, they have used
films as a springboard; a
cinematic call to action
Though it is not uncommon for a moviegoer to forget a film that moved them so
completely after just a few weeks, the
WCFF strives to engage the audience rather
than let them simply walk out of the movie
theatre to contemplate the film they’ve just
watched.

The movement is particularly keen to
promote preservation and sustainability
projects that the audience can become
a part of but also offer sponsorship and
volunteering programmes for those who
are keen to get involved. This approach is
likely to deliver much grander results than
a trip to the cinema to watch the latest
documentary. Although undeniably moving
and poignant, after people have ticked such
films of this week’s to-watch list, they do
have a tendency to simply go back to their
lives and forget – understandable but not
helpful. The WCFF has taken the next step,
they have used films as a springboard; a
cinematic call to action that avoids the
usual trick of shaming people into despair
and focuses on stimulating, stirring and
rousing them to make a real difference for
themselves. TBP

Injected, exposed to
harmful substances
and forced to perform
in front of baying mobs
of children

24
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Go Further: Read more about WCFF here - http://iam.wcff.org/
FILM IN A WIDE R CONTE XT
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The underlying thrust of these films is
that a heady combination of greed and
fear will be our undoing. Commercially
exploiting animals, many would argue,
is fundamentally wrong and yet they are
held captive in confined spaces, injected,
exposed to harmful substances and
forced to perform in front of baying mobs
of children whilst cosmetics, tourism and
pharmaceutical firms watch their bank
balances become ever more handsome.
Consumers, it is equally argued by directors
and talking heads, buy into this because of
fear of being inadequate parents, of being
ugly and of their own mortality which media
reports would have us believe is threatened
on an hourly basis.

S pri ng 2014
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Based on Stephen Gilbert’s 1969 novel Ratman’s
Notebooks, Daniel Mann’s Willard is a tragic vengeance
tale about a man on the brink of insanity. Bullied at work by
his boss Al Martin (Ernest Borgnine), lonely Willard Stiles
(Bruce Davison) turns increasingly for comfort and solace
to his only friends: the rats who are slowly taking over
the dilapidated mansion he lives in with his domineering
mother Henrietta (Elsa Lanchester).
Despite its TV movie aesthetic, Willard was a commercial
and cult success, sparking a spate of monstrous animal
films in the 1970s such as Jaws (1975), The Swarm
(1978), Squirm (1976) and the 1972 sequel Ben (featuring
Michael Jackson’s iconic, eponymous ballad). Although it
lacks the stylistic polish of the 2003 Glen Morgan remake
with Crispin Glover, this works in the original film’s favour as
the quotidian banality of Willard’s world increasingly morphs
into darkness and desperation.
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Alexandra Heller-Nicholas
casts a nervous eye into the
shadows as she recollects
Daniel Mann’s bizarre rodent
themed horror movie Willard.

26
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Surrounded almost completely by grotesque people,
Willard’s rat friends—particularly Socrates and his more
ominous and aggressive companion Ben—are rendered
comparatively likeable, with Socrates and Ben in particular
becoming metaphorical Faustian angels and devils on
Willard’s shoulder. Willard’s first dalliance into vengeance
is merely mischievous, and provides one of the film’s first
joyful spectacles of rat-driven mayhem. After a humiliating
confrontation at work, Willard sneaks his rat friends
into Martin’s anniversary party and causes havoc as
the rodents dance on cakes, women scream and Martin
himself looks on dumbfounded as his special occasion
collapses into chaos. Though an upbeat scene, this initial
gleeful linking of Willard’s empowerment with the rats as
his primary tool for vengeance also suggests that his
subsequent downfall seems inevitable. TBP

Go further – Read Roger Ebert's review of Willard here - http://www.rogerebert.com/reviews/willard-1971
THE ART OF ABBRE V IATE D STORY TE LLING
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If one considers the production contexts
under which Merian C. Cooper and Ernest
B. Schoedsack's King Kong was produced
in 1933 their achievement is even more
remarkable. No bottomless budget, no
limitless time frame, the film was created
as the Hollywood Studio System was
getting into full gear as a relentless
production machine, and this was the
culture under which Kong emerged and
fell in love with Fay Wray’s starlet Ann
Darrow. The pressure to turn around a
technically difficult picture was part of the
daily workings of the studios but this new
form of film-making forced the film-makers
to approach the physical manifestation
of Kong without any room for error. In this
context, the achievement of the pioneering
film-makers seems even greater. The result
is a masterpiece that still moves audiences
and inspires film-makers 80 years on.
Kong as a character moves in a unique
way. He feels real. There is a recognisable
movement to this beast that we understand
as apelike, but there's something else
going on. A heightened element that
comes from the new technical innovation
of stop-motion that is not real but feels
alive; animated and sentient. The craft and
care that goes into the movement of Kong
and the integration with the sets and live
actors is pure cinema. Through the artistry
we come to see Kong not as ape, or man,

but a separate character with a personality
and complexities that are uniquely his.
As the film enters the climax and Kong is
tied up for the voyeuristic pleasure of the
moneyed masses we feel empathy and
sorrow alongside awe, and then ultimately
a delicate mix of fear and sadness as
he rampages to his ultimate demise.
Even now, Kong remains one of the most
fascinating and complex characters ever
committed to celluloid. His legacy is vast,
inspiring film-makers ranging from Peter
Jackson - obviously given his sprawling
remake - Steven Spielberg, George Lucas,
Henry Selick and Tim Burton.
The most famous artist to be inspired by
King Kong was stop-motion animation's
legendary practitioner Ray Harryhausen.
Harryhausen saw King Kong at 13 years of
age and instantly become obsessed with
the stop-motion form. His vision was that
stop-motion was dream-like, delivering a
heightened sense of fantasy, elevating it
beyond the real. The passionate belief and
approach that marked out Harryhausen's
oeuvre are present in King Kong and
echo throughout Harryhausen's most
famous creations such as the titular ape
of Mighty Joe Young - his homage to Kong,
Clash of The Titans' Medusa and Jason &
The Argonauts' Talos and Hydra's Teeth
Skeletons.

KONG
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Neil Fox gets passionately
animated about one of
cinema's most enduring
characters and the equally
memorable ones that followed
in its wake.
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audiences is still present even as cinema
has increasingly embraced computer
generated effects.
The film from the last twenty years of
cinema that most readily adheres to the
principles and craft laid out by Harryhausen
is Steven Spielberg's Jurassic Park. A
beautiful hybrid of the tactile and the
technological the film takes t he artistry
of Kong and Harryhausen to new levels
through a love of craft that embraces
both digital and physical effects where
the story demands both or either. The
impact of the film, much like Kong and
Jason, can be traced to the centrality of
physical manifestations of the dinosaurs
in the park. They feel real, they inhabit the

In contemporary mainstream cinema stop-motion still holds
a beloved and active place. At the 2013 Oscars 3 of the
films nominated for best animated picture were stop-motion
films – Pirates!, Frankenweenie and Paranorman. However,
if there is one recent film where the legacy of bringing the
animal kingdom to hyper real life, where treading the line
between the real and the uncanny is truly on display, it
may be Wes Anderson's delightful Roald Dahl adaptation
Fantastic Mr. Fox.
There's a jerky aesthetic to the movement of the menagerie of animal
characters in human costume that recalls the rudimentary yet expressive
Kong. Anderson sees in the specific movement that stop-motion can
create, something that creates a special effect of its own where these
characters come to exist in a place that is not animal, human or puppet
but an ethereal blend of all, and something else entirely.
When true artistry is applied, and the possibilities for emotional
engagement are explored to the full, stop-motion still has the power to
beguile, seduce and move audiences. Henry Selick's films (including the
Tim Burton penned A Nightmare Before Christmas), James And The Giant
Peach - another Dahl adaptation - and Coraline as well as the now iconic
Aardman studios provide further proof of the legacy of the tragic ape and
the 13-year old boy whose life was changed in his presence and went on
to create a beautiful body of work. It's a legacy that continues to inspire
filmmakers to spend hours, months, and years toiling in the minutiae of the
form so that audiences can engage with these unique characters in their
unique ways. TBP

MOME NTS THAT CHANGE D CINE MA FORE V E R

Go Further: Explore the work of Ray Harryhausen here - http://www.rayharryhausen.com/

RAY

The skeletons have passed into cinematic
lore, mainly due to Harryhausen's uncanny
ability to create terrifying multi-dimensional
characters from simple plot ideas and
requirements. These warrior skeletons
haunt film-goers of a certain vintage from
exposure during their childhood and just
like Kong it's in the strange sensation
that they appear to have a personality, a
consciousness that is beyond mere action
and command. In the story they are brought
to life by Aeëtes but on screen they come
to life in the gifted, dedicated hands of
Harryhausen. Alongside Kong, Harryhausen
is the titan that hangs over the craft of stopmotion in the cinema and the dedication
to developing complex hyper real creations
that produce an emotional connection with

physical frame in a way that digital creations couldn't and
to a certain extent still can't, despite technical advances.
The proximity of human characters to touchable physical
danger is thrilling and exciting and the effects still have a
power because they bring to life characters that go beyond
documentary and enter Harryhausen's beloved fantasy
realm. It's a film, like Kong and Jason & The Argonauts,
befitting of that most over and misused adjective awesome.
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passed into cinematic
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SAO PAULO
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ON LOCATION

Natália Pinazza and Louis Bayman, the editors of
World Film Locations: Sao Paulo guide us around
a handful of movies set amid the vibrant, multicultural streets of Brazil's largest city.

Carandiru (2003)
Dir: Hector Babenco

32
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São Paulo, a Metropolitan Symphony /
São Paulo, Sinfonia da Metrópole (1929)
Dir: Adelberto Kemeny, Rudolf Rex Lustig
In a similar fashion to Berlin: Symphony of a
Metropolis (1927) and using expressionist
elements that recall Fritz Lang’s Metropolis
(1927), this 1929 film made by the
Hungarians Rudolf Rex Lustig and Adalberto
Kemeny put the city of São Paulo into tune
with both the discourses on modernity
and progress across the globe and the
cinematic representations of these new
metropolises. The rhythm of the symphony
of the title is progress, suggested by the
editing of the soundtrack, the buildings,
cars, people's hurried pace. The modernist
cityscape of the 1920s signified São
Paulo as locus of work ethics and intense
urbanisation, ideas that are still associated
with Brazil´s financial centre now. Such
a progressivist portrayal of São Paulo in
the early 20th century shows how the city
has been imagined in a very different way
from the stereotypical images of Brazilian
beaches and carnival.

THE P LACE S THAT MAKE THE MOV IE S

ON LOC ATI ON

Set in the infamous Carandiru Penitentiary,
the film directed by Hector Babenco charts
the stories of the inmates who live in the
oppressive prison halls. Based on the
novel-memoir “Estação Carandiru” (1999)
by Brazilian phisician Drauzio Varella, the
film interweaves tragedy and violence with
moments of warmth and humour. It adopts
a humanised and individualised approach
to the inmates’ lives creating a stark
contrast from the mere numbers used in
the media reports of the massacre. The
attempt to humanise inmates encourages
the public to sympathise with the criminals’
stories, thus reinforcing human rights
discourses whilst countering arguments
that defend police overuse of authority. The
bloody events that took place in the prison
eleven years before the release of the film
remain pertinent to discussions of violence
in the city as its aftermath involved revenge
and anger against the police. Carandiru was
demolished and the space turned into the
Parque da Juventude (Park of Youth).
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The Trespasser /
O Invasor (2002)
Dir: Beto Brant
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Go Further – order World Film Locations: Sao Paulo, and
other editions in the series, here - http://www.intellectbooks.co.uk/
books/view-Series,id=27/
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Widely considered to be a slice-of-life of modern São
Paulo, this film, about a hitman who 'trespasses' into
the privileged world of his businessman victim, takes
the viewer across a divided city. On one side are gated
white communities and on the other the multiracial, often
derelict but also open and colourful streets inhabited by
the city's poor. The snapshots of street life have a local
flavour whose music-video cool, while ensuring the film an
international success, gives a sense of the picturesque
exotica of poverty tourism. A number of real events gave
the film extra newsworthiness. Seemingly mimicking the
film's plot, the murder of a Brazilian businessman and his
wife by their daughter's boyfriend occurred soon after its
release. The film features a cameo appearance by rapper
Sabotage, soon to be killed in a gang shooting, victim to
one of the many obstacles to the fantasy of escape that
the film enacts.
Louis Bayman

Line of Passage /
Linha de Passe (2008)
Dir: Walter Salles,
Daniela Thomas

Line of Passage situates two of the most recurrent topics
discussed in Brazil, class inequality and football, in the
city of São Paulo. Interestingly the portrayal of the city is
made by two carioca (that is originated in Rio de Janeiro)
filmmakers Walter Salles and Daniella Thomas. It was not
the first time that they chose São Paulo as the setting for
their stories as Foreign Land (1996) also explored the city
and its famous landmarks. The film centres on the life
of Reginaldo, a promising football player who is in search
of his father and who has three other brothers. They were
all raised by their mom, a housekeeper, who is pregnant
by an unknown man. The film includes issues such as the
ongoing religious transformation in Brazil and deals with
issues of class, in particular when Reginaldo witnesses the
middle/upper class lifestyle in a building where his mother
works.

THE P LACE S THAT MAKE THE MOV IE S

The Year my Parents
Went on Vacation /
O Ano em Que Meus Pais
Saíram de Férias (2006)
Dir:Cao Hamburger
São Paulo´s
multiculturalism is central to
this film, set in Bom Retiro
neighbourhood during the
military dictatorship and the
1970 World Cup. A 10 year
old boy, Mauro, is told by his
politically militant parents,
who must go into hiding,
that they are going on
vacation while the boy must
stay with his grandfather.
However, the grandfather
dies and the boy is helped
by a Jewish character.
The boy experiences a
multicultural São Paulo in
a neighbourhood inhabited
by immigrants or people
of immigrant descent. His
parents promised him
that they would be back
in time for the World Cup,
establishing the relationship
between football and
politics as well as the
socio-political background
of the story. The whole
perception of the era from
the point of view of a child,
amidst the World Cup and
the oppressive atmosphere
of military dictatorship
creates a very particular
representation of São Paulo
given the precision of the
story´s context. TBP
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Blake
IN THE OPENING MOMENTS OF THE PINK PANTHER, it is
revealed that the uniqueness of the eponymous
diamond stems from a tiny blemish that
resembles a jumping panther. But the diamond’s
real magic is revealed to be more cinematic in
nature when it morphs into the famous magenta
cartoon cat, launching the opening credits as he
struts about to Henry Mancini’s impossible-toforget theme.
Inheriting the diamond from her father, Princess
Dala (Claudia Cardinale) is in exile with her
beloved stone at the opulent Italian ski resort
Cortina d'Ampezzo. The diamond draws the
attention of infamous jewel thief The Phantom,
whose secret identity is revealed to the audience
as Sir Charles Lytton (David Niven). Joined by his
nephew George (Robert Wagner) who aspires to
join the family business, Lytton is pursued by the
inept French policeman Inspector Clouseau, played
by Peter Sellers in arguably his most famous role.
S C R EENGEM

Considering the centrality of the stone to the
story, it is hidden from view much of the time.
This absence emphasises other possible
surrogate jewels, such as the film’s female
characters—Dala herself, and Clouseau’s wife
Simone (Capucine), who is having an affair with
Lytton—who are themselves treated as objects
to be coveted, desired, or outright stolen.

The Pink
Panther Jewel

Aside from The Pink Panther Jewel
itself, the movie's other treasure is the
sparkling, bumbling Clouseau. Shunning the
aggressiveness of his criminal counterparts,
Sellers steals the limelight in this elaborate
visual comedy despite it being intended as a
star vehicle for Niven. TBP

Alexandra Heller-Nicholas has a twinkle in
her eye as she looks at an iconic item of
jewellery which caused a certain hapless
detective a lot of trouble.
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Edwards
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I M M I TAT I O N I S T H E S I NC ER ES T F OR M OF F LATTERY

Neil Mitchell rubs his eyes,
scratches his head and
suspends his disbelief as he
encounters some very human
sounding movie canines.

PAR TI NG S HOT

In Spike Lee's Summer of Sam (1999),
notorious real life serial killer David
Berkowitz (Michael Badalucco), known
as the Son of Sam and the .44 Caliber
Killer, is tormented by his neighbour's
endlessly barking dog. In a deeply creepy
sequence, Lee visualizes Berkowitz's
claims that the dog spoke to him and
commanded Berkowitz to kill. It's a
chilling representation of the disturbed
loner's warped fantasies.
Equally as bizarre, for both character
and viewer, is the appearance of not one
but two talking dogs in Anders Banke's
Swedish horror comedy, Frostbite (2006).
When hedonistic young medical student
Sebastian (Jonas Karlström) swallows
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a pill he thinks is a party drug (actually
vampire blood in capsule form), he is
soon able to hold conversations with
dogs. As a side effect of a vampiric
conversion, it's humourously inventive
and disconcerting. Sebastian's new found
liking for warm blood is less funny for his
girlfriend's pet rabbit though, eaten alive
much to the delight of a watching, and
commenting, canine.
The smoking of drugs leads to a similarly
amusing and off-kilter experience for a
character in Todd Phillips' fitfully funny
comedy, Road Trip (2000). Sharing a
'doobie' with a young house guest, old
timer Jack (Edmund Lyndeck) suddenly
finds that his pet dog has developed the
ability to talk. The punchline to the gag
is that the dog can still converse (in foul
mouthed fashion) the next morning, long
after Jack's stoned state has worn off.
Disturbing, freakish or comedic, the
talking dog says more about the character
listening than it does about what they
are listening to. The break from reality
experienced – even in a horror movie – is
jarring and unexpected, making characters
and viewers wonder if the tail is actually
wagging the dog. TBP

Go Further – check out Buzzfeed's 30 Greatest Movie Dogs - http://www.buzzfeed.com/lyapalater/30-of-the-greatest-movie-dogs
IMMITATION IS THE SINCE RE ST FORM OF FLATTE RY

PAR TI NG S HOT

A dog is a man's best friend so the old
adage goes, and from Lassie to Marley,
Beethoven to Hooch and Buddy to Toto,
there have been plenty of loyal, loveable
and heroic canines in live action movies.
They haven't spoken though, because
dogs can't speak, right? Well, with a bit of
CGI trickery and the use of a voice artist,
in some live action movies they do. When
anthropomorphism is employed to this
degree, something very strange is going
on in the minds of those who hear the
canine chatter.
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